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The firm BGP Litigation was founded in 2006. The firm is currently employing over 60 lawyers, litigation and criminal attorneys, 
as well as tax and investment experts. Experience of the Team enables the firm to work efficiently on global projects that require 
simultaneous support of a significant number of parallel proceedings at various levels and in multiple jurisdictions.

BGP Litigation team has a full range of competencies necessary to protect the interests of the clients, including the coordination 
of negotiations, support in Russian and cross-border courts, bankruptcy cases and arbitration proceedings, restructuring of the 
business, international tax advice, support of tax disputes and criminal law defense of business and beneficiaries.

A significant part of the implemented projects has a substantial cross-border element, which includes support during 
international arbitration disputes and courts, coordination of assets recovery and obtaining of interim measures in various 
jurisdictions. Global focus, together with Russian presence, allows the firm to find the most effective and cost-efficient solutions 
for the protection of clients.

Comprehensive Business Protection 

Our Practices
Dispute Resolution 
Support for complex disputes in Russia and 
cross-border proceedings

International Tax Planning
Analysis of the existing asset holding structures 
concerning the tax efficiency and potential risks

Antitrust/Competition
Representing clients during antitrust disputes, 
public procurement, within the frames of the 
advertising law and the investment in strategic 
enterprises law

International Arbitration
Client’s representation in international 
commercial arbitration proceedings mainly 
focusing on complex cross-border disputes

Project financing and public-private 
partnerships
Structuring and supporting investment projects for 
infrastructure development with the state and 
business participation

Attorney's investigations
Detection of violations and abuses on the part 
of the employees, partners, contactors, 
analysis of the company’s risks (projects and 
transaction)

Bankruptcy
Clients' representation in bankruptcy cases, 
including major cross-border disputes, as 
well as levying execution upon assets in the 
Russian Federation and abroad

Tax Disputes
Identification and reduction of tax risks, support 
for field and desk tax audits

M&A and Corporate
Restructuring
Comprehensive support of M&A transactions, 
corporate restructuring, and special situations 
projects resolution

White Collar Criminal Defense 
Represents clients in criminal proceedings, with 
a particular focus on white collar matters and in 
criminal proceedings against public interests

Т.: + 7 495 777 2820
E-mail: office@bgplaw.com 



BGP Litigation is a law firm 
specializing in full-service support 
of antimonopoly disputes
BGP Litigation lawyers have in-depth expertise in the field of antimonopoly regulation litigation practice, protection of clients' 
interests in the course of proceedings conducted by antimonopoly authorities, public procurement, coordination of mergers and 
acquisitions and economic concentration, including related to strategic companies, as well as within the limits of the law on 
advertising and investments in strategic enterprises. 

In addition, BGP Litigation is ready to undertake development of internal corporate systems of antimonopoly risks management 
(antimonopoly compliance) and legal representation of clients on issues related to unlawful competition.

LEGAL REPRESENTATION OF CLIENTS  

• Protection of clients' interests in the course of
proceedings conducted by antimonopoly authorities

• Preparation and filing of antimonopoly legislation
and legislation on advertising non-compliance
reports

• Representing clients in disputes with antimonopoly
authorities in court, in private antimonopoly
lawsuits and on issues related to unlawful
competition

• Legal advice on building a dealership/
distributor network

• Development of trade and commercial policies

• Building internal corporate systems of antimonopoly
risks management (antimonopoly compliance),

Irina Akimova

Partner, Attorney — 
Antitrust/Competition

Key persons:

development of provisions for compliance with 
antimonopoly legislation requirements

•

• Analysis of agreements, commercial and bonus
policies from the point of view of their compliance

with antimonopoly legislation

• Support during on-site inspections of
antimonopoly authority

• Representing clients on other issues of
interaction with antimonopoly authority
(approval of draft agreements and policies,
responses to requests from antimonopoly
authority, obtaining official interpretation, etc.)

LEGAL ADVICE ON ANTIMONOPOLY LEGISLATION

Senior Associate — 
Antitrust/Competition

Ksenia Simakova 

Legal due diligence of businesses for compliance 
with antitrust laws (antitrust audit)

• Performing mock antitrust dawn raids

• Teaching antitrust compliance workshops

• Consulting on antitrust control of M&A (market 
concentration) transactions, including with respect 
to strategic companies



LEADER IN THE DEFENCE 
Our team analysed the product distribution business 
model used by the client’s factories for compliance with 
the requirements of the antimonopoly legislation, as 
well as assisted the client in elaborating the necessary 
agreements and policies and having them approved by 
the Federal Antimonopoly Service.

FRENCH AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURER 
BGP Litigation lawyers defended the client’s interests in 
the FAS of Russia case on the violation of the 
antimonopoly legislation in the form of bad faith 
competition, namely, the prohibition of import by 
independent importers of legally acquired automobile 
spare parts and components, that is, parallel imports. 
The team managed to prove that the client did not 
abuse its rights. 

MAJOR FISHING COMPANY 
BGP Litigation’s team developed a strategy for defending 
the client’s rights and legitimate interests in a litigation on 
the appeal against a FAS of Russia opinion that the 
company had been controlled by a foreign investor prior to 
obtaining the rights to harvest marine living resources. 

AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURER 

BGP Litigation lawyers represented the client during an 
unscheduled audit by the FAS of Russia aimed at 
identifying elements of violations of the antimonopoly 
legislation. During the audit, the authority found indicia 
of unlawful coordination of economic activities. The BGP 
Litigation team prepared the objections and collected 
evidence of the absence of any signs of an offense. As a 
result, the decision to open a case against our client was 
not made. 

LEADER IN HELICOPTER MANUFACTURING 
Our team analysed compliance of a holding’s pricing 
regulations with the requirements of the antimonopoly 
legislation, legislation on the state defence order, 
assessed whether the holding occupied a dominant 
position in the commodity markets, and identified the 
risks of violations of the antimonopoly legislation of the 
Russian Federation in implementing the regulations. 

INTERNATIONAL MANUFACTURER OF WINDOW 
FRAMES

BGP Litigation has provided legal support to the company 
in bringing new products to the market. Lawyers have 
developed market behavior strategy taking into account 
the requirements of antimonopoly legislation, prepared 
recommendations on the dealer network structure, as well 
as created necessary contracts and policies for project 
implementation.

INTERNATIONAL MANUFACTURER OF 
INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT
Our firm's team conducted a practice antimonopoly 
audit to identify antimonopoly risks in the company 
activities and behavior of its employees. Following the 
audit results, the lawyers developed and conducted 
trainings for the company employees aimed at 
familiarization with the principles and rules of 
compliance with the requirements of antimonopoly 
legislation.

RUSSIAN PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY 
Our lawyers analysed the risks that arose in view of 
termination of production of a number of drugs, drafted 
recommendations on the economic and technological 
substantiation of such termination, and had the de facto 
termination of production approved by the Federal 
Antimonopoly Service.

RUSSIAN TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY 
BGP Litigation lawyers defended the client’s interests in 
declaring unlawful a FAS of Russia decision in a case on 
a violation of the antimonopoly legislation, where the 
authority concluded that that the competing company’s 
conduct did not create discriminatory conditions for the 
client in rendering zonal call origination services. 

INTERNATIONAL MANUFACTURER OF FLUID 
OXYGEN 

Lawyers of the firm presented the interest of the 
manufacturer of medical oxygen in the dispute 
regarding relating to violation of antitrust laws, issued 
by the Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation. As 
a result, Lawyers proved the lawful use of the scheme 
of cooperation between the business and the regional 
authorities for the future.

Selected projectsBGP Litigation is a law firm 
specializing in full-service support 
of antimonopoly disputes
BGP Litigation lawyers have in-depth expertise in the field of antimonopoly regulation litigation practice, protection of clients' 
interests in the course of proceedings conducted by antimonopoly authorities, public procurement, coordination of mergers and 
acquisitions and economic concentration, including related to strategic companies, as well as within the limits of the law on 
advertising and investments in strategic enterprises. 

In addition, BGP Litigation is ready to undertake development of internal corporate systems of antimonopoly risks management 
(antimonopoly compliance) and legal representation of clients on issues related to unlawful competition.

LEGAL REPRESENTATION OF CLIENTS  

• Protection of clients' interests in the course of 
proceedings conducted by antimonopoly authorities

• Preparation and filing of antimonopoly legislation 
and legislation on advertising non-compliance 
reports

• Representing clients in disputes with antimonopoly 
authorities in court, in private antimonopoly 
lawsuits and on issues related to unlawful 
competition

• Legal advice on building a dealership/
distributor network

• Development of trade and commercial policies

• Building internal corporate systems of antimonopoly 
risks management (antimonopoly compliance), 

Irina Akimova

Partner, Attorney — 
Antitrust/Competition

Philipp Chirkov

Counsel — Antitrust/ 
Competition

Key persons:

development of provisions for compliance with 
antimonopoly legislation requirements

• Analysis of agreements, commercial and bonus 
policies from the point of view of their compliance 
with antimonopoly legislation

• Support during on-site inspections of 
antimonopoly authority

• Representing clients on other issues of 
interaction with antimonopoly authority 
(approval of draft agreements and policies, 
responses to requests from antimonopoly 
authority, obtaining official interpretation, etc.)

LEGAL ADVICE ON ANTIMONOPOLY LEGISLATION



The firm BGP Litigation was founded in 2006. The firm is currently employing over 70 lawyers, litigation and criminal attorneys, 
as well as tax and investment experts. Experience of the Team enables the firm to work efficiently on global projects that require 
simultaneous support of a significant number of parallel proceedings at various levels and in multiple jurisdictions.

BGP Litigation team has a full range of competencies necessary to protect the interests of the clients, including the coordination 
of negotiations, support in Russian and cross-border courts, bankruptcy cases and arbitration proceedings, restructuring of the 
business, international tax advice, support of tax disputes and criminal law defense of business and beneficiaries.

A significant part of the implemented projects has a substantial cross-border element, which includes support during 
international arbitration disputes and courts, coordination of assets recovery and obtaining of interim measures in various 
jurisdictions. Global focus, together with Russian presence, allows the firm to find the most effective and cost-efficient solutions 
for the protection of clients.

Comprehensive Business Protection 

Our Practices
Dispute Resolution 

Support for complex disputes in Russia and 
cross-border proceedings

Bankruptcy
Clients' representation in bankruptcy cases, 
including major cross-border disputes, as 
well as levying execution upon assets in the 
Russian Federation and abroad

M&A and Corporate
Restructuring

Comprehensive support of M&A transactions, 
corporate restructuring, and special situations 
projects resolution

International Arbitration

Client’s representation in international 
commercial arbitration proceedings mainly 
focusing on complex cross-border disputes

Family Law

Support of family, inheritance and housing 
disputes, as well as in their settlement by way of 
mediation

Tax Disputes

Identification and reduction of tax risks, support 
for field and desk tax audits

International Tax Planning

Analysis of the existing asset holding structures 
concerning the tax efficiency and potential risks

Antitrust/Competition

Representing clients during antitrust disputes, 
public procurement, within the frames of the 
advertising law and the investment in strategic 
enterprises law

White Collar Criminal Defense 

Represents clients in criminal proceedings, with 
a particular focus on white collar matters and in 
criminal proceedings against public interests

Attorney investigations

Detection of violations and abuses on the part 
of the employees, partners, contactors, 
analysis of the company’s risks (projects and 
transaction)

Т.: + 7 495 777 2820
E-mail: office@bgplaw.com

Life Sciences & Technology

Comprehensive support of businesses on all issues of 
legal regulation of the healthcare industry. Regulatory 
and transaction support of life science companies




